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Our Comprehensive Plan is a 20-year vision and handbook 
for Seattle’s future. It guides decisions that influence how 
Seattle grows and welcomes 120,000 more people and 
115,000 jobs.

• First adopted in 1994 and last updated in 2004

• Part of a regional planning strategy guided by the 1990 Washington 
State Growth Management Act (GMA)

• Developed after years of analysis and community participation

• Provides guidance on:

• Improvements to our transportation system: infrastructure to 
improve safety and make it easier for pedestrians, bicycles, transit, 
cars, and trucks to move around the city

• Investments in utilities, parks, libraries, and other services and 
urban amenities

• Where changes or more planning may be needed to improve our 
zoning and other development policies

While Seattle has grown a lot, the rest 
of our region has grown even more
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What is Seattle’s 
Comprehensive Plan?
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Seattle 2035 is a citywide conversation about how Seattle 
grows over the next 20 years. The City is updating Seattle’s 
Comprehensive Plan to shape growth in a way that builds 
on our strength and character as a city.

Eight Ways to Help Shape the Future of Seattle
1. SIGN UP

Sign up for our listserv, follow us on Facebook or Twitter.

2. GET EDUCATED
Visit 2035.seattle.gov to learn more about the update to our Comprehensive 
Plan, trends, EIS process and alternatives under study.

3. CONNECT
Contact us to see how you can be a Seattle 2035 Connector and help spread 
the word about Seattle 2035 to your organization.

4. MEET UP 
Host your own meeting for friends and colleagues about the Comprehensive 
Plan. Planning Alternatives are the hot topic right now.

5. INVITE US 
If you have an eager audience, we have speakers ready to present.

6. BE SOCIAL 
Share, post, re-tweet news related to the Comprehensive Plan to your social 
circle and network.

7. SHOW UP 
Come on down to a citywide meeting. Hear from us and from neighbors 
across Seattle. Better yet, bring a group of people. Key Directions coming up 
in June.

8. TALK ABOUT IT 
If you can’t make it to a meeting, let’s talk online. Presentations, materials, 
and questions from every meeting will be posted on line.

What is Seattle 2035?

Facebook: 
facebook.com/SEA2035

Twitter: 
@Seattle2035

Web: 
2035.seattle.gov

Email:
2035@seattle.gov
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Explains the City’s strategy for organizing growth, which 
is to direct most new jobs and households into regionally 
designated urban centers, manufacturing/industrial 
centers, and locally designated urban villages. 

The four urban villages are within West Seattle:

• Admiral, Morgan Junction, West Seattle Junction, and Westwood / 
Highland Park
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We have grown by more than 59,000 
households and 56,000 jobs since the Plan 
was adopted in 1994. These charts show 
how growth has been distributed over the 
past twenty years.
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How can we involve 
people in our 
planning processes 
more effectively?

Urban Village Strategy


